CANAV Books Special List … Canadian Titles
September 2021
Hi again and here’s CANAV’s special list of misc. Canadian titles for fall/winter of books,
journals and collectables. Shipping info at the end. Queries? Email larry@canavbooks.com or tel. (416)
698-7559. For other news & updates see the CANAV blog www.canavbooks.wordpress.com
Mailing info is at the back.
NB … most of the books here are used. If new, it usually states so. The average book is at least a good
copy. Many have personal dedications in them from when they were originally acquired. This is typical
for most such books, it comes with the territory. The description might say “excellent” copy, maybe
“good” (not quite perfect, show signs of use and age), fair (a decent enough copy but definitely with
signs of age and/or wear). Some rare copies might be somewhat battered, as are some of the very old
books, e.g., from 1945 back to the early 1900s. Old books rarely have a dust jacket remaining. So long
as a new buyer doesn’t expect his book from the 1920s-30s to be in perfect, un-used condition.
Any questions? Drop me a line larry@canavbooks.com Cheers … Larry Milberry
Ref. the code letters, in case you are wondering:
pp pages
hc hardcover
sc softcover
lf large format
DJ dust jacket
biblio bibliography
app’x appendix
chron chronology
ill illustrations
dia diagrams
** Let me know any time you get tired of receiving these lists.
Recent Additions
[ ] Wardair Press Kit featuring the restored Wardair Fox Moth, a summary of company history and a
bio for Max War. 10 pages in a nice Wardair folder. Collector item. $12.00 all-in
[ ] Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame Very nice cerlox-bound publication describing the CAHF in its
early years, then the biographies of many members to 1993. From Carl Agar to Billy Bishop, Rusty
Blakey Paul Davoud, David Hornell, Jan Zurakowski and many others. 152pp, large format. $12.50 B
[ ] 125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics: A Chronology 1840-1965 K.M. Molson et al. Famous 1983
CAHS publication. As it says … massive amount of info. 328pages, hardcover, photos galore, index.
Essential sourcebook for any Canadian aviation library. Nice used copy, no dust jacket. $20.00 A
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Pioneer Decades and Interwar
[ ] Larry Lesh: The Flying Lad Thiffault. Bio of an incredible innovator. Lesh meets the aeronautical
genius, Octave Chanute, then pursues gliding experiments in Chicago and (1907) Montreal. He conducts
experiments and flies gliders. On one occasion, the 14-year-old takes off behind a motorboat to spend 24
minutes over the St. Lawrence River. He appears at flying events in the US, becomes an expert in the
new art of radio, meets the Wright brothers and Bill Lear + studies the flying wing and other off-beat
engineering concepts. When he dies in 1965, Lesh is impoverished. A valuable bio, a case study of the
well-researched, well-written book. 186 pp, sc, photos, dias, notes, biblio, index. NEW copy. $25.00
$12.50 B
[ ] Pioneering in Canadian Air Transport Numbered copy #121 from 1974. The seminal Ken Molson
work covering the rise of Canadian Airways from the 1920s to the formation of CPA early in WWII. For
the aficionado who dearly needs this book! Autogr. by Molson to fellow author – the great W.J.
Wheeler. 316pp, hc, lf, photos, maps, app'x, index. Very nice copy except no dust jacket. $60.00 A
[ ] In Canadian Skies: 50 Years of Adventure and Progress Frank H. Ellis’ famous 1959 book
reviewing the first half century of flight in Canada. From Baddeck and the Silver Dart to the Golden
Hawks. A celebratory history. 230pp, hc, photos, index. No DJ. Autographed by the author. Nice copy.
$13.50 B
[ ] Goggles, Helmets and Airmail Stamps Vachon 1974. General history of the early days of aviation
in Canada. From the Silver Dart to the barnstorming era, bush flying to the rise of CPA and TCA.
150pp, hc, photos, index. Nice copy $12.00 A
[ ] Airy Somethings: The Extraordinary Life of the Aviation Pioneer Horatio Barber New book …
Terry Grace and Maggie Wilson have thoroughly researched the life of this eccentric Englishman and
his many interests. In his global travels in the late 1800s and early 1900s, Barber spent time in the
Australia, USA and Canada too often getting into trouble with women and business ventures. In
California he swindled investors in a ranching scheme; in Canada, his chief focus was hustling shares in
northern mines. Back in the UK he spent years promoting pioneer aviation ventures, earned Royal Aero
Club licence No.30, promoted airplane designs and sales, sold aviation insurance, and served in the RFC
in WWI, supposedly even being in America for a time promoting what became the hugely successful
RFC training plan. The book concludes with all Barber’s shady schemes in the 1920s-50s to his death in
1964. A fascinating, thorough, most interesting and important biography. 236 pages, large format,
softcover, photos, diagrams throughout, bibliography, index. Very nice altogether! $37.00 A
[ ] Bush Flying: Romance of the North Top notch compendium of Canadian bush flying lore by Bob
Grant, one of Canada’s ace bush pilots -- just ask the folks at “The Lakeview” in Red Lake, right! Bob
takes us to every nook and cranny of the Canadian Northland flying everything from the Cub to the
“180”, Beaver, Otter, DC-3, Canso & Twin Otter. A gem of a read! 286pp, sc, photos. $19.95 $17.50 B
[ ] Northern Aerial Minerals Exploration Limited A beautiful 58-page Morocco-bound 6x9 inch
NAME publication chiefly outlining how this pioneer company used aircraft to push into the Arctic
exploring for gold etc. beginning in 1928 (see Aviation in Canada: The Formative Years). Charts, maps,
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many photos. Intro by the great Jack Hammell, one of Canada’s kings of mining in the early 20th
Century. Rare item in excellent condition but missing map insert at the back. Few copies in existence.
$75.00 B
[ ] The Bremen Fred Hotson’s award- winning history of the first non-stop E-W airplane crossing of the
Atlantic. One of CANAV’s most outstanding books. Writes the AAHS, “There are many books dealing
with pioneer ocean flying, but only a very small number can be classified as important. This book
belongs in that select group.” We agree all the way. You’ll totally enjoy this book. Photos, fold-out map,
3-views. 224 pp, hc. A real gem for any serious aviation library. New copy $22.95 $18.50 B
[ ] The Bremen Fred Hotson ditto except autographed by the author to the original owner. Very nice,
like new $21.00 B
[ ] Aviation in Canada: The Pioneer Decades Solid coverage from ballooning in the 1840s to the
Silver Dart in 1909. The first great air meets, Canada in WWI with all its death and glory, the birth of
Canada’s modern aviation industry, postwar denouement, etc. "A treasure for anyone with an interest in
Canada's wonderful heritage in the air,” says Air Force Magazine. Bob Merrick adds in COPA Flight:
"The spectacular pictures perfectly supplement the tight, well-written, heavily researched narrative."
David Baker in Aviation News comments: “... well written and easy to follow, logically connecting the
images with the text – not always the case with history books .. a story that is both inspiring and worthy
…” Vast text + 300 b/w & colour photos. 176 pp, hc, lf, photos, gloss, biblio. Usually $50.00 new, this
good used copy $12.00 A
Canadian Civil Aircraft Registers
[ ] Canadian Civil Aircraft Register If these are your thing, you know what to expect. All are standard
8” x 11” landscape format, 200 to 350 pp, sc. All well-used but perfectly useful for their/your purpose.
Copies available ($20.00 each A): 31 March 1961; 31 March 1962; 31 March 1963; 31 March 1964; 31
March 1966; 31 March 1967; 31 December 1974
Bush, Arctic, Coast & Mountains
[ ] Canadian Geographical Journal Dec. 1939 Nice example of this famous journal. Includes a feature
story “New Wings for the Yukon Mail”, also full page ads for Yukon Southern Air Transport & the
Barkley-Grow twin engine bushplane being marketed by Canadian Car & Foundry. $15.00 all-in
[ ] Pilots of the Purple Twilight: The Story of Canada’s Early Bush Flyers Godsell. A solid
compendium covering its subject matter very well -- Punch Dickins, Con Farrell, Walter Gilbert, Wop
May, etc. All their Northern breakthroughs, mishaps, rescues, all the great airplanes, etc. 224pp, hc,
photos, map. 1st ed’n 1955 $25.00
[ ] North by Northwest Weicht. Superb history of aviation in central and northern British Columbia.
234pp, sc, lf, photos, maps, biblio, index. Nice copy $21.00 A
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[ ] The Magnificent Distances: Early Aviation in British Columbia 1910-1940 Superb 8” x 10” 80page booklet. Just as it says. Authoritative, detailed coverage of these exciting eras in aviation. Very
nice copy. $21.50 B
Airlines/Air Transport/Airports
[ ] Trans-Canada Air Lines Systems Timetable Set of 6 of these beautiful souvenirs from the 1956-58
era of the DC-3, Viscount, North Star and Super Connie. If you’re old enough, you’ll remember these
beautiful foldout publications. These are all “The Maple Leaf Route” timetables covering domestic,
USA, Bermuda-Caribbean, UK-Europe. Very nice examples. These are for the collector, or will make
very exotic gifts for any aficionado. Set only $45.00 B
[ ] Horizon: The Monthly Newspaper for Air Canada People 15 nice copies from 1997-98. Lot only
for the hardcore collector $60.00 A
[ ] Trans-Canada Air Lines February 1, 1945 Timetable. Beautiful condition, all the routes, flights,
fares, times, destinations, detailed route map. These were the days of leaving Halifax in a Lockheed 14
at 0915AT and reaching Toronto at 1715 9 hours later at ET hours later via Moncton, Saint
John/Fredericton, Montreal and Ottawa. Collector item only. Excellent condition. $60.00 all-in
[ ] Pacific Western Airlines 1946-1964 Glitsy 9” x 12” landscape format brochure. Rich in info and
photos, maps. Diagrams for DC-3, C-46, DC-4, DC-6B showing cargo capabilities. Very nice copy,
cerlox binding. $30.00 B
[ ] The Accidental Airline Spilsbury. Fascinating first-hand account of one of Canada's important post-WW2
regional airlines, BC's Queen Charlotte Airlines. Stranraer, Canso, Norseman, DC-3, C-46, etc. Kemano,
PWA rivalry, etc. Many wild & crazy adventures along the coast and in the mountains, some terrible results.
Solid Canadiana, very readable! Photos. 240 pp, sc, photos, map, index. NEW copy. $18.95 $16.50 B
[ ] The Accidental Airline Spilsbury. Fascinating first-hand account of one of Canada's major post-WW2
airlines, BC's Queen Charlotte Airlines. Stranraer, Canso, Norseman, DC-3, C-46, etc. Kemano, PWA rivalry,
etc. Solid Canadian history! Photos. 240 pp, hard cover ed’n, photos, map, index. Nice copy. $12.50 B
Austin Airway: Canada’s Oldest Airline Milberry, Autographed copy of this classic study of a
pioneering bush operator that survived into the 1980s. All the great personalities, aircraft, and important
operations in Northern Ontario, Quebec, etc. in the 1930s-80s. From Waco and Fairchild to Twin Otter
and 748. 160pp, hc, photos, original art, map, biblio, index. Like new except for owner’s name. $40.00
A
[ ] Millardair and Me: A Young Man’s Journey from Turbulence to Triumph Dennis Chadala
describes his years at Toronto’s Millardair. He flies the Beech 18, DC-3, C-117 and DC-4 on cargo
missions all over North America and becomes (as he puts it) Carl Millard’s “Golden Boy”. This is no
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love story – it bluntly tells how young pilots fly rickety planes, heading daily into the unknown, since
the boss doesn’t lose sleep about the weather, cockpit checklists, etc. and is at war with Transport
Canada. One of the best “inside” stories about Canada’s airlines! 242pp, hc, photos. $40.00 B
[ ] Millardair and Me ditto, softcover edition $22.50 B
[ ] Decision and Order in the Matter of Applications by Canavia Transit Inc., Air Atonabee
Limited, Dash-Air Inc., Bradley Air Services Limited and City Center Airways Limited to
Operate Commercial Air Services between Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto October 1980 This 240page Canadian Transport Commission 8x10 softcover document tells the story of this era in Canadian
commercial STOL air service from start to finish. Each operator’s case is reviewed, the CTC then
assesses every detail, conclusions are made. A wonderful, rare original Canadian document. Very good
condition. $50.00 A
[ ] 34th Annual Report (1968) Air Transport Association of Canada Detailed 26-page 8x10 booklet.
Includes all the basic stats – revenue, expenses, employment, a/c registered, no. pilots, accidents, 10
pages of members, payrolls, passengers, freight tonnage, some hand notes at end on “Notes” page. Nice
copy $15.00 B
[ ] Flying High: The 50th Anniversary of Vancouver International Airport 1931-1981. Very nice
28-page souvenier magazine with photos. Very nice copy. $12.00 all-in
Rotory
[ ] Helicopters: The British Columbia Story Corley-Smith & Parker. CANAV first edition 1985,
lovely collector's item. Just as it says, the basic history from early post-WWII days to modern times. 128
pp, sc, photos, colour profiles, app'x, biblio, index. Very nice copy. $20.00 B
[ ] Helicopters: The British Columbia Story Peter Corley Smith’s renowned book about this important
and fascinating aspect of Canada’s air transportation. Latest (1998) revised ed’n. 226pp, photos, index.
Very nice copy. $15.50 B
Industry
[ ] Canada’s Aircraft Industry 7” x 10” 40-page wartime brochure. Excellent content, in-depth
description of the topic as per early 1942, many photos of the people, places and planes. Nice copy, rare
collector item. $90.00 all-in
[ ] Canada’s Aircraft Industry Text of Address by W.J. McDonough President of Central Aircraft
Mfg Co. Ltd. McDonough (see Aviation in Canada: The Formative Years) was one of C.D. Howe’s
lead aircraft industry moguls in WWII. He gave this talk to the Society of Automotive Engineers on
November 15, 1944 in Toronto at the Royal York Hotel. 12-page pamphlet, very detailed, inside info of
the day. Almost perfect copy, I’ve never seen another copy of this speech. $15.00 postpaid
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[ ] The De Havilland Canada Story First ed’n of Fred Hotson’s classic 1983 history of this great
Canadian company. 244pp, hc, lf, photos, art fold-outs, dia, app’x, biblio, index. Nice autographed copy,
dust jacket a bit worn. $32.00 A
[ ] Illustrated Parts Catalogue DHC-5 Buffalo 31May 1968 Revised 1 Nov 1970. Very good
condition. Weight 2.3 kg, Dimensions 28 x 21 x 5cm. In Canada $135.00 all-in
[ ] Jet Age The monthly news magazine of Avro Canada carrying articles about Avro projects and
global aviation developments. Nice copies, some small imperfections, but almost irresistible for any
hardcore Canadiana collector:
Winter 1952-53 (some tape has been used to keep this one together)
Spring 1953
Spring/Summer 1955
Autumn 1955
Tenth Anniversary ed’n 1945-1955
Spring 1956
Winter 1956-57 (this issue called “New Horizons”)
Fall/Winter 1957-58 Each $30.00 all-in
[ ] Jet Age September 1950 5” x 8” format, 20 pages, items covering a CF-100 visit to the USA, CF100 R&D (wind tunnel projects), the jet age, etc. Nice copy, collector item $40.00 all-in
[ ] Shutting Down the National Dream Greg Stewart's best-seller covering the Avro Arrow fiasco.
Frwd by Jan Zurakowski. Lots of solid bkgd. 320pp, sc, app'x, index. Very nice copy. $24.00 B
[ ] Canadair: Cinquante Ans Pickler & Milberry. Ditto, very nice copy French ed’n signed by
Milberry. Like new except has one page with a fold. $35.00 A
[ ] ORENDA NEWS Vol.14 No.2 April 1981. Very nice 4-pager of this internal Hawker-Siddeley
Canada publication. Mainly about employees, bit about the CF-104 and the industrial Orenda 14 engine
+ a special 4-page insert about Canadian Car & Foundry. Collector item only. $9.00 all-in
[ ] Avro Newsmagazine: The Arrow Story From Concept to Flight Test A must have publication for
any Arrowmaniac or other serious Canadiana collector. Very nice original 32-page special edition
Summer 1958. Several key articles about the Arrow program from start to flight test. Nice copy $40.00
all-in
[ ] Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Introduction to the Facilities and Operation A beautiful 14page 8x11 booklet c1960 designed to brief new employees + visitors to the plant in Longueuil. Basic
history & current status as the PT6 was being developed. Very nice copy $25.00 B
[ ] Service is Our Business 38-page 1947 Canadian P&W magazine format special publication. Intro
letter by the great James Young. Mainly a photo album showing details of how the plant in Longueuil
then was operating, what products, etc. Very nice copy. $25.00 B
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[ ] Bombardier Global Express Official invitation from Laurent Beaudoin to the rollout of the Global
Express at Downsview in August 1996. Nicely done in a thick board 7x7 inch velvety cover. Rare,
collector item only. $20.00 B
[ ] De Havilland in Canada Fred Hotson's renowned classic. The best ever such history, covers all eras,
all the magnificent aircraft and the people who made it happen. Thorough text + a visual feast! 376 pp,
hc, lf, photos, app'x, biblio, index. Very nice slightly used copy. $50.00 A
[ ] Orenda News Vol.14 No.2 1981 Typical 4-pager from the post-Arrow era. Local news, retirements,
wartime memories, 4-page insert from CanCar rail division. 8x10 format, nice copy. Collector item
$10.00 postpaid.
[ ] The McDonnell Douglas MD-88 and the Canadian Economy Very rare, original 10-page 1988
MD rationale for building MD-88 components in Canada based on 34 aircraft sold to Air Canada.
Mainly covers the economic spin-offs for manufacturing 25% of the airframe at MD’s Malton plant.
8x10, cerlox-bound brochure. Good condition, collector item only. $16.00 postpaid
[ ] Canadair North Star 24x24-inch 4-view Scale Technical Drawings as found in the 1st printing of
The Canadair North Star book. If you have the 2nd printing that excluded this wonderful fold-out insert,
here’s a set to polish up your edition. Also shows details of the TCA colour scheme and 8 fuselage cross
sections. As drawn for the book by the great TCA draftsman, Des McGill. Original 1982 set, like new.
$15.00 postpaid
[ ] Fifty Years at the Prior: A Historic Look Back at Boeing Canada, Arnprior Division Paddy
Gardiner’s seminal history of the great Canadian company. Covers wartime BCATP, the Piasecki
arrives early postwar. Boeing absorbs Piasecki. 26pp, magazine, very rare item for the collector. $35.00
all-in
[ ] Avro Aircraft Limited Very nice 4-page company advertising piece 8 x 10”. Features the CF-100.
Very nice copy $20.00 all-in
People
[ ] Wilf White Propliner Collection Milberry. Do you follow the years of the great prop planes? You'll revel in this
book created from the files of a great photographer. Writes Airways The Global Review of Commercial Flight:
"Milberry's treatment of his subject is personal and meticulous, the photo selection is …
evocative, the captions knowledgeable and informative ... thoroughly enjoyable." From DC-4, '6 and
'7 through all the "Connies", Britannia, C-97, C-124, Electra, Lancaster, Tudor, Viscount, etc. this book will keep
you mesmerized. BOAC to CPA, Flying Tiger, KLM, Pan Am, RCAF, TCA, USAF, etc. Wilf's photos take you
through the UK, Canada and US. A gem for any true believer! 176pp, lf, sc, glos, biblio, index. New
autographed copy. $40.00 $16.00 A
[ ] Leslie Corness Propliner Collection Milberry. 350 rare b/w & colour photos. From boyhood days in
Edmonton, Leslie works on the DEW Line where he's in "aviation heaven", then in the UK, etc. You'll
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be amazed at his DEW Line Kodachromes – C-46s, C-124s, DC-3s, DC-4s, Yorks, etc. Other subjects
are the Bristol Freighter, Beverley, CL-44, DC-7C, Super Connie, B-17, Lancaster, Mars, Stranraer,
XR6O-1, etc. Notes Airways: "A photo album with style and intelligence ... to be savoured.” Why
wouldn’t you want a copy of this beauty! 160pp, lf, sc, glos, biblio, index. Nice autographed copy.
$40.00 $16.00 A (Both Propliners $25.00 A)
[ ] Airborne: Finding Foxtrot Alpha Mike Jonathan Rotondo’s story of a father-son passion for the
sky. Start reading this one and you’ll resist all effort to put it down! A young Italian learns to fly in
Kenya, emigrates to Canada, then, how his affair with the tiny Smith biplane C-FFAM impacts the
family. Son Jonathan learns to fly in Air Cadets, but “FAM” is sold when his father dies. Years later the
Smith is found, but it can never fly again! In the 2000s Jonathan flies his own Smith and one day takes
his own son to see the original “FAM”. You’ll really enjoy this gem of a story. 228pp, sc, photos. NEW
copy. $22.95 $12.50 B
[ ] Canada's Aviation Pioneers: 50 Years of McKee Trophy Winners Sutherland. Essential 1978
Canadian source book. Beautifully done book with detailed bios + photos covering the top names in
Canada’s aviation heritage and their achievements. 304 pages, hardcover, large format, maps, index.
Good copy but DJ is worn $16.50 A
[ ] Carl F. Burke, MBE: Canadian Aviation Pioneer Solid bio of the legendary aviator who founded
Maritime Central Airlines. From Moth to DC-3, C-46, York. DEW Line contracts, pioneer trans-Atlantic
charters, the CF-MCF disaster, etc. Author Allan MacNutt was one of the earliest post-WWII Canadian
aviators to write aviation history and dare to self-publish. 204 pp, sc, photos, maps, fleet list, index.
New. $7.50 B
[ ] Walking on Air Ted Beaudoin’s 1986 bio about the great Canadian bush flying pioneer, Sheldon
Luck. His role in helping Grant McConachie at Yukon Southern Air Transport, and the beginnings of
CPA, then with Ferry Command in WWII. 296pp, sc Nice copy $8.50 B
[ ] Defying Limits: Lessons from the Edge of the Universe Informative, inspirational, captivating!
From Canadian astronaut Dave William’s childhood (boyhood science projects, model airplanes, flying
lessons, etc.) on to medical school and the ER, then into the space program. Missions aboard STS-90
and STS-118, then Dave’s time as a NASA aquanaut. Challenges & victories, even to winning back
astronaut status after cancer. Post-astronaut days. A wonderful story beautifully done. 224 pp,
hardcover, photos, index. $32.00 New copy $15.50 B
[ ] J.P. Bickell: The Life, the Leafs and the Legacy Bio of the great Canadian who started in grain
c.1900, then got into mining, eventually building McIntyre Mines into Canada's top gold producer. He
acquires the Toronto Maple Leafs, and his role in aviation is outstanding, whether pioneering in
corporate aviation (Grumman Goose, etc.), getting Lancasters built at Malton or backing Avro Canada
from 1945. An important book about a Canadian business icon. 238pp, hc, photos. New copy. List
$24.95 $14.50 B
Museums, Vintage & Airshows
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[ ] Canada's National Aviation Museum: Its History and Collections Molson. One of the world's
best av'n museum books - top drawer all the way. Covers the museum from its nascent years after WWI
through many a struggle until the main collection formed at Rockcliffe in the 1960s, then into the
modern era with the new facilities, many acquisitions, etc. An essential piece of Canadiana from the
great Ken Molson. 290pp, hc, photos, app'x, gloss, index. Very nice autographed copy. $40.00 A
[ ] Air Museum of Canada Calgary Canada Very rare 1965 14-page program for the 1965 Calgary
Air Show “Presented by the Air Museum of Canada”. Profiles of the nascent museum’s aims and initial
collection (Lysander, Spitfire, Mosquito, etc.). The museum’s history and goals are described, even its
initial struggles. Air displays listed include Mustang, Hurricane, Vampire, T-33, C-130, CF-104, B-52,
F-89, Vulcan. Nice copy $25.00 postpaid
[ ] Cleared for Takeoff the 8x10 20-page VIP program for opening day June 17, 1986 for Canada's
National Aviation Museum. Detailed history of the museum, photos. Includes a separate gilt invitation.
$20.00 B
[ ] Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum 2012 Calendar, new copy. 8x11 in. photo per month
showing a CWH airplane. $10.00 all-in
[ ] Airshow 81 Hamilton International Airshow As it says, 16 pages, very nice copy $10.00 all-in
[ ] Airspeed 48-page 2009 Canadian Int’l Airshow Program, Special ed’n for 100th ann. of powered
airplane flight. Nice copy $15.00 B
Flight Safety
[ ] A Broken Arrow: The Story of the Arrow Air Disaster in Gander, Newfoundland Capt T.C.
Badcock’s 1988 look into this infamous event – the mysterious crash of a DC-8 that took 265 lives.
164pp, hc, photos. Very nice copy. Rare item $25.00 B
[ ] Aviation Safety Reports A small collection of 24 original misc. (1988-99) Transport Canada
Aviation Safety newsletters. $12.00 A
[ ] Canadian Aviation Safety Board Annual Report 1988 As you would expect. Very detailed, many
charts, graphs, photos. 116-page 8x11 format, bilingual. Very nice copy $8.00 B
[ ] 18 Souls: The Loss and Legacy of Cougar Flight 491 Etheridge. Solid history of the disastrous
2009 crash of the Cougar Helicopters Sikorsky S-92 serving the oil rigs off Newfoundland. How this
tragedy unfolded, then profiles of those aboard that day. 332 pages, softcover. New copy $16.50 B
[ ] Flight 111 Kimber. Detailed and tragic story of Swissair 111 MD-11 lost off Nova Scotia in 1998.
Thoroughly researched and well presented. 328pp, sc New copy $16.00 B
Miscellaneous
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[ ] The Mighty Martin Mars Coulson & Ginter Impressive history of the Mars from design in 1935,
through its famous production run as the JRM-3 to distinguished US Navy service and retirement in
1956. Then -- the Mars’ spectacular resurrection, rescued from the scrapyard to become a key fire
fighter with BC’s Forest Industries Flying Tankers. All the details for each Mars. The great work of Dan
McIvor, MacMillan Bloedel, Fairey of Canada, etc. in converting three Mars in Victoria for the job. All
the specs and operational history in Canada, wonderful drawings and the best selection of Mars photos.
96 pages, sc, lf. New copy $19.50 B
[ ] Business Wings: 30 Years of the Canadian Business Aircraft Association Fred Hotson's excellent
history of the early years of corp. av'n in Canada. The only such stand-alone title covering this topic. 48-page
magazine, photos. Collector item, nice copy. $20.00 postpaid
[ ] Aviation Quarterly magazine: Vol.1 No.2 1994 New copy includes Milberry’s story about his 1994
trip to Rwanda + Turbo Tarling’s A-26 water bomber feature. $12.00 postpaid
[ ] Toronto: Spirit of Place 20+ years ago I paired photographer John McQuarrie with Toronto
historian, Mike Filey. Together they produced their incomparable book, Toronto Then & Now. This
year? John & Mike have revamped their Y2K bestseller and come out with Toronto Spirit of Place. If
you follow urban development (aviation included), you’ll revel in this fine, landscape-format beauty.
224pp, sc, 100s of wonderful photos + text. $27.50 A
[ ] Canadian Geographical Journal Royal Visit Number 1939 A very rare copy of this issue featuring
full coverage (100+ pages) of this huge Canadian event of 1939. Very nice copy, wonderful photos and
text. $40.00 B
[ ] Canada Department of Transport Civil Aviation Branch Flying Training Manual 1st ed’n 1959
very nice example of this 112 page booklet. Owner’s name on cover. $10.00 B
[ ] Final Approach One of Spencer Dunmore's decent aviation novels. The aviation world in the UK
from 1910 through WWI into the interwar years. 282pp, hc. VG. $6.00 B
[ ] Flight Guide Airport and Frequency Manual Central and Eastern US 1973 & 1974 editions. 5x5
inch pocket editions. Nice copies. Pair only … $12.00 A
[ ] Flight Information Manual Canada Min. of Transport 1971 hardbound ed’n. 9 chapters, 500 pages,
diagrams galore. Nice copy $18.00 A
[ ] From the Ground Up: Elementary Air Navigation, Theory of Flight, Meteorology, Engines,
Airframes, Airmanship Original edition of Sandy MacDonald’s junior airman’s guide to the basics. 68
pages, magazine format. Collector item. Good condition $20.00 all-in
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[ ] Canadian aerophilatelic item … First Day Cover Sept.4, 1999, commemorating the 50th Ann. of
the Canadian International Air Show This is a 4.5 x 7.5 envelope with 4 large-format 46-cent stamps
Illustrating the Fokker Triplane, Manfred Radius’ glider, RCAF Vampire (photo by Milberry) and
Stearman wingwalker. Very nice item, makes a special little bookmarker. New. $6.00 postpaid
[ ] Weather Ways Vintage 1952 edition of this famous Canadian DOT publication of all things
meteorological as they apply to aviation. 127pp, sc, ill. This copy is well used with notes, underlining
etc. From an RCAF transport pilot of the day. $8.50 B
[ ] Canadian Geographical Journal January 1941 Main feature covers the 3-year expedition to the
Antarctic “The British Graham Land Expedition”. Feature the use of a DH Fox Moth. Nice copy $15.00
all-in
[ ] Illustrated Guide to the Canadian Establishment Peter C. Newman’s 1983 blockbuster book about
Canada’s wealthiest families (many having aviation interests). From the Bassetts to the Eatons,
McCains, Molsons, Richardsons, Siftons, Woodward, etc. This was the book of the year in 1983-84. 408
beautifully laid out pages, magnificent photographic content, app’x, index. A fine copy. $15.00 A
[ ] Water Transportation in Canada McCalla A seminal study of the importance of water
transportation to Canada to 1994. The historic context, the geography of it all, then various important
case studies incl. the containerization port at Saint John, NB, evolution of the port of Montreal,
development of the St. Lawrence Seaway, Vancouver and the future of Arctic sea transportation. Very
important & topical material. Many charts, graphs and stats, maps. 260pp, hc, biblio, index. Good copy.
$15.00 B
[ ] Time Flies: Heathrow at 60 Alan Gallop’s wonderful 2005 history of this global aviation hub from
that days of the Dragon Rapide, Lancastrian, Tudor, Brabazon, Connie and Argonaut through all the
subsequent airliners (Comet, 707, Concord, 747, etc.) all the details are here. From the initial sodbusting to how the terminals, airliners and air carriers evolved and came and went at Heathrow. 220pp,
hc, photos, index. Like new. $18.50 A
Order Info
Pay prices in bold type. Pay in Canadian dollars. For Canada: Enclose your cheque/MO + $14.00
shipping for titles coded "A", $12.00 for "B", then add 5% tax. Two or more books: flat rate $20.00, so
what a deal (the occasional listing may note higher postage). Cheque OK to CANAV Books, or …
Interac or PayPay. USA & International please contact CANAV for a postal rate, pay in Canadian
dollars.
[ ] I enclose my payment
Name ___________________________________
Street/RR ________________________________
City/town ________________________________
Prov/State ________________________________
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Postal code/Zip ____________________________
Country __________________________________
Date _____________________________________
Tel/e-mail ________________________________
Mail, phone or e-mail your order: CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4E 3B6
Tel (416) 698-7559,
E‐mail: larry@canavbooks.com
Blog: canavbooks.wordpress.com
CANAV Books: Canada’s Aviation Heritage Book Publisher
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